Highly sensitive and synergistic detection of guanine and adenine based on poly(xanthurenic acid)-reduced graphene oxide interface.
In order to achieve the large direct electrochemical signals of guanine and adenine, an urgent request to explore novel electrode materials and interfaces has been put forward. In this paper, a poly(xanthurenic acid, Xa)-reduced graphene oxide (PXa-ERGNO) interface, which has rich negatively charged active sites and accelerated electron transfer ability, was fabricated for monitoring the positively charged guanine and adenine. Scanning electron microscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, Raman spectra, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, cyclic voltammetry, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, and differential pulse voltammetry were adopted to characterize the morphology and prove the electrochemical properties of the prepared interface. The PXa-ERGNO interface with rich negative charge and large electrode surface area was an excellent sensing platform to prompt the adsorption of the positively charged guanine and adenine via strong π-π* interaction or electrostatic adsorption. The PXa-ERGNO interface exhibited prominent synergistic effect and good electrocatalytic activity for sensitive determination of guanine and adenine compared with sole PXa or ERGNO modified electrode. The sensing platform we built could be further applied in the adsorption and detection of other positively charged biomolecules or aromatic molecules.